
About the company

AKCAN UN factory, established in 2015, continues its activities as a flour manufacturing factory in an area of 18,000 square 
meters in Mardin Organized Industrial Zone. Our factory has the capacity to stock 32,000 tons of wheat and produce 500 tons 
of flour daily.

As AKCAN UN factory, our goal is to ensure sustainability with our service and quality without compromising product reliability 
by keeping our field of activity constantly updated and active with our technological infrastructure updated with Industry 4.0.

Enriching its product range with its understanding of continuous innovation, it offers wheat germ, rye wheat flour and wheat 
flour to the bread flour market through brands such as AKCAN UN, MASET, MIRBEG, AKCANLAR UN, BERRUT UN, EBYAD UN, 
LEZAZ UN, BARAKAT AL RAHMAN, NUR MELİKE UN, ROJ UN, ODABAŞ UN. has won the appreciation of its customers with its 
Oats, Grain, Sunflower Seeds and Whole Wheat Flour and has taken its place at the top of the list in bread flour preference.

AKCAN UN, which has also received the Halal Food Certificate as of 2018, carries out production in accordance with the Quality 
and Food Safety Management Systems (ISO 9001:2008 and ISO 22000) approved by the Turkish Standards Institute, on its way 
with the mission of producing the highest quality and healthiest wheat flour. 

Quote from the text:

"We made protein & moisture analyses in seconds with GrainSense. We saved time by approving bread 
wheat purchases in the field and sending them to the factory. We gained a great advantage as we were 
able to direct the trend by pricing the wheat at the beginning..."

• How did they discover the Grainsense device?

We've seen it from Grainsense users and ABP Engineers have demoed it.

• Why was this device needed?

To make quick decisions on wheat acceptance in the field.

• What benefits has the Grainsense device brought to our company?

Grainsense approved bread wheat purchases in the field and ensured 
that it was sent to the factory.

• How has it helped business development?

Time savings and pricing

• How has GrainSense improved its daily activities?

Possibility of purchasing from the field

• How has it facilitated business decisions?

I was able to price the wheat at the beginning and direct the course.

• What can you tell about our device in one sentence?

We were able to analyze protein and moisture, which are the most 
important parameters in wheat acceptance, within seconds.
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